In the systematic study of isovector Ml transitions (1) in the lp-and 2s/ld-shell, the simultaneous analysis of radiative width measurements, inelastic electron scattering form factors and Gamow-Teller decays from the isobaric analog levels in neighboring nuclei (2) has allowed one to separate the two contributions to the Ml transition density due to the orbital current and spin magnetization, and thus to sharpen the comparison with nuclear model calculations. In general, spin flip dominates the transition density, since it is enhanced over the orbital part by the magnetic moment factor W We have measured the photon spectrum for the Ne(TI ,Y) F-reactlon with the goal of using branching ratios to directly extract spin density
ma tr1x e ements. We chose Ne s1nce ackward 1nelas t1c e ectron scatter-+ ing (7) shows a strong isovector Ml transition to the 1 -state at 11.2/+ MeV.
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Its analog occurs at L06 MeV 1n F, Recent shell mcdel calculations (8) + +
show that 0 -+ 1 trans it ions 1n the sd~shell are different from those previously studied with (n-,y) 1n the lp-shell, 1n that orbital recoupling tends to contribute as much to the amplitude as does spin flip, Our present study shows that the radiative pion capture reaction provides an excellent means for testing this kind of prediction.
The experimental apparatus consisted of a cryogen1c liquid neon target 1.6 em thick and 8.9 em in diameter, and an electron-positron pair spectrometer similar to that described previously (9) . The present improved system Table L  hie repeated the fit, keeping the relative positions of the levels fixed, but varying the positions of the first one by ±200 KeV, twice the expected error on our abolute energy scale. A minimum in the overall chi-squared was found at the position expected kinematically. The error given for the branching ratios includes the uncertainty 1n the stopped pion flux and detector acceptance. We also include in Table 1 The measured quantity 1s the radiative capture branching ratio which is the radiative capture rate divided by the total width of 2p pionic neon (21).
We have considered the effect of a 5~10% lS-state capture and found this not to affect our conclusions.
Evaluating the radial matrix elements in Eq. !1! using harmonic oscillator wave functions with r = 1.835 fm (22), the measured branching ratio 0 gives a constraint on the sum of squares of the reduced matrix elements 
